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Distribution Feeder Voltage Support and Power
Factor control by Distributed Multiple Inverters

Lasantha B. Perera, Member, IEEE, Gerard Ledwich, Senior Member, IEEE, and Arindam Ghosh, Fellow, IEEE,

Abstract—The potential of distributed reactive power control
to improve the voltage profile of radial distribution feeders
has been reported in literature by few authors. However, the
multiple inverters injecting or absorbing reactive power across
a distribution feeder may introduce control interactions and/or
voltage instability. Such controller interactions can be alleviated
if the inverters are allowed to operate on voltage droop. First, the
paper demonstrates that a linear shallow droop line can maintain
the steady state voltage profile close to reference, up to a certain
level of loading. Then, impacts of the shallow droop line control
on line losses and line power factors are examined. Finally, a
piecewise linear droop line which can achieve reduced line losses
and close to unity power factor at the feeder source is proposed.

Index Terms—distribution feeder, voltage control, voltage pro-
file, power factor control, line losses.

I. INTRODUCTION

Power quality issues such as poor voltage regulation and
voltage sags have become a significant problem in distribution
systems around the world. These distribution networks were
constructed a few decades ago and are reaching their capacity
due to natural load growth. On the other hand, customer
reliability and power quality expectations have increased con-
siderably in recent times with the advances of the digital age.
This is a challenging issue for power distribution utilities as
conventional network upgrades are very costly and sometimes
difficult to justify economically.

Distribution utilities employ various equipment such as on
load tap changing (OLTC) transformers, step voltage regula-
tors and fixed and switchable capacitors to maintain voltage
at the customer service entrance within an acceptable range to
ensure adequate operation and lifetime of customer equipment.
The relatively slow operation of these devices is acceptable in
most distribution systems where significant changes in average
load occur slowly. However, this situation is likely to change
in the future as distribution systems are penetrated with higher
levels of time variable distributed renewable generation.

The potential of DSTATCOMs (Distribution Static Syn-
chronous Compensator) and active grid interfaced distributed
generation systems to improve supply quality and increase
the line utilization is well documented [1]–[6]. However, only
a few authors have investigated multiple site compensation
systems across a distribution network [7]–[10].

In [11], Twining and Holmes have shown that compared to
single point reactive power injection, multiple point reactive
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power injection can significantly improve the steady state
voltage profile along a radial distribution feeder.

The optimal use of distributed generation to support voltage
in distribution feeders is analyzed in [12], in terms of voltage
response and voltage sensitivity. Kashem and Ledwich have
also developed a mathematical model and performed eigen-
value analysis for two DGs (Distributed Generators) case,
based on electrical distance of separation between the two
DGs.

A similar idea is proposed in [13] for synchronous gener-
ator based DGs, where the dynamic interaction between tap
changers and DGs in improving the voltage profile along a
SWER (Single Wire Earth Return) line is investigated.

In this paper, the use of distributed multiple DSTATCOMs
to support voltage along a single phase low voltage (i.e. 240 V)
radial distribution feeders is analyzed. Dynamic interactions
among DSTATCOMs are investigated and a control strategy
is proposed to alleviate any interaction. The impacts of this
control strategy on line losses and line power factors are then
examined. Finally, a piecewise linear droop line is proposed
which can achieve reduced line losses and close to unity power
factor at the feeder source, in addition to maintaining voltage
profile within acceptable limits for a significantly increased
range of loading.

Although, the multiple site reactive power compensation
may not be seen as attractive in primary distribution feeders, it
has greater potential in low voltage distribution feeders, with
the increasing number of roof top photovoltaic (PV) systems
and other types of active grid interfaced micro sources. These
inverters can supply reactive power as an ancillary service in
addition to their primary function of real power conversion.
With this availability, the voltage support scheme presented in
this paper becomes economically feasible. However, the anal-
ysis presented in this paper does not cover the reactive power
management of DG inverters for feeder voltage regulation.
The main scope of this paper is to present the voltage support
principle and to perform the analysis considering the inverters
as pure reactive power generators or sinks.

II. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION OF MULTIPLE DSTATCOM
SYSTEM

Fig. 1 shows the network model of a single phase low
voltage (i.e. 240 V) radial distribution feeder. The network
has been modeled by considering the total load in a line
section lumped at the end of the line section. The main supply
at the connection of the network is modeled as a Thevenin
equivalent. The Thevenin voltage is assumed the same as
the substation voltage and Thevenin impedance is obtained



Fig. 1. Network model with multiple DSTATCOMs at different locations

from the short circuit level at that point. Each DSTATCOM is
modeled as a variable current source which can be controlled
to inject a capacitive current in quadrature to the voltage at the
point of connection. The model consists of 𝑛 number of line
sections, 𝑛 number of loads along the line sections, 𝑛 number
of bus voltages and 𝑛 number of DSTATCOMs connected at
these buses. The loads are considered as constant impedance
type.

Only small signal dynamics are considered in this paper.
Hence a different load model will not significantly affect
the time domain simulation results and design of controller
parameters.

A. Implementation of proportional only controller

In order to establish a proper controller design, a simple
proportional controller is initially investigated to evaluate
its maximum ability to correct the voltage profile before it
becomes unstable. A phasor based approach is adopted for
this purpose. As measured phasor quantities can be updated
once per fundamental cycle, it is appropriate to analyze such a
system in discrete time domain. Thus, the following analysis
is performed in discrete time domain.

For bus 𝑛, the reactive power 𝑄(𝑘+1) in the (𝑘+1)𝑡ℎ step
is generated using the voltage error in the 𝑘𝑡ℎ step.

𝑄𝑛(𝑘 + 1) = 𝑘𝑝(𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 − ∣𝑉𝑛(𝑘)∣) (1)

where 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 and 𝑉𝑛(𝑘) are the reference voltage and the
measured bus voltage in the 𝑘𝑡ℎ step respectively, 𝑘𝑝 is the
proportional gain of the controller. This reactive power can be
represented as a pure capacitive current injection as given by

𝐼𝑛(𝑘 + 1) = −𝑗 ⋅ 𝑄𝑛(𝑘 + 1) ⋅ 𝑉𝑛(𝑘)

∣𝑉𝑛(𝑘)∣2 (2)

The bus voltages in the (𝑘 + 1)𝑡ℎ step can be updated as

[V(k+ 1)]𝑛×1 = [Ybus]
−1
𝑛×𝑛[Ibus(k+ 1)]𝑛×1 (3)

where [Ibus(k+ 1)] is the nodal current injection matrix and
[Ybus] is the bus admittance matrix of the radial network. Bus
admittance matrix is constant for a given network and does not
change in the iterative process.

B. Proportional Controller Performance

The developed model is tested for five DSTATCOMs in the
network. A time domain simulation is carried out on MATLAB
with a 0.02 s time step. The parameters used for the simulation
study are listed on Table I.

Fig. 2 shows the variation of voltages at buses 2, 4 and
6 with time and Fig. 3 shows the steady state voltage mag-
nitudes at different buses along the feeder with and without

TABLE I
PARAMETERS USED IN SIMULATION STUDY WITH PROPORTIONAL

CONTROLLER

Variable Value

Source voltage (𝑉𝑆 ) 1 pu
Reference voltage (𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 ) 1 pu
Source impedance (𝑍𝑆 ) (1.74+7.58j)×10−3 pu
Total line impedance (𝑍𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒) (0.24+0.4j) pu
Total load impedance (𝑍𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑) (2.7+1.2j) pu
Proportional gain of the controller (𝑘𝑝) 0.3
Number of buses 6
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Fig. 2. Bus voltage variation with proportional controller (𝑘𝑝 = 0.3)

DSTATCOM operation. It is observed that the steady state
voltage profile of the feeder is improved by the DSTATCOM
action. It is also clear that the steady state voltage errors are
reduced with increased gain. If the gain of the controller is
further increased to 𝑘𝑝 = 0.98, the system response becomes
oscillatory and the control system becomes unstable as illus-
trated in Fig. 4. There is a maximum value for the proportional
gain before the system becomes unstable. Low proportional
gains on the other hand, result in higher steady state voltage
errors and poor voltage profile along the feeder even when the
DSTATCOMs have spare reactive power capacity.

A control scheme which can eliminate this problem is
proposed initially. This control system is capable of achieving
higher steady state droop gains thereby producing a better
voltage profile with very low steady state voltage errors.

III. INTEGRAL TO DROOP LINE CONTROLLER

It is proposed that the DSTATCOMs be controlled to operate
on steady state droop lines [14] to ensure proper sharing of
reactive power among them. The steady state droop line can
be described as

𝑉 = 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 −𝑚 ⋅𝑄 (4)

where 𝑉 is the voltage at the point of connection of the
DSTATCOM, 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the reference voltage, 𝑚 is the droop
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Fig. 3. Steady state voltage profile of the feeder
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Fig. 4. Bus voltage variation with high proportional gains (𝑘𝑝 = 0.98)

coefficient and 𝑄 is the reactive power injection by the
DSTATCOM. A smaller steady state droop coefficient results
in higher utilization of the DSTATCOM for a range of loading.
A droop coefficient of 0.05 requires a steady state gain of 20
which is not achievable with a proportional-only controller.

The steady state droop line of the 𝑛𝑡ℎ DSTATCOM is
described by

𝑉𝑑𝑟,𝑛 = 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 −𝑚𝑛 ⋅𝑄𝑛 (5)

The proposed control system uses an integral controller to
force the DSTATCOM to reach its steady state droop line.
Initially no reactive power is generated by the DSTATCOM.
If 𝑄𝑛(𝑘) is the generated reactive power in 𝑘𝑡ℎ step, the
bus voltage, 𝑉𝑑𝑟,𝑛(𝑘) corresponding to that reactive power
injection can be found from (5) as

𝑉𝑑𝑟,𝑛(𝑘) = 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 −𝑚𝑛 ⋅𝑄𝑛(𝑘) (6)

The reactive power generation 𝑄 in (6) makes it difficult
to linearize the system to examine stability. Therefore 𝑄
is replaced with capacitive current injection, 𝐼 to form the

TABLE II
PARAMETERS USED IN SIMULATION STUDY WITH INTEGRAL TO DROOP

LINE CONTROLLER

Variable Value

Source voltage (𝑉𝑆 ) 1 pu
Reference voltage (𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 ) 1 pu
Source impedance (𝑍𝑆 ) (1.74+7.58j)×10−3 pu
Total line impedance (𝑍𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒) 0.24+0.4j pu
Total load impedance (𝑍𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑) 1.8+0.8j pu
Integral gain of the controller (𝑘𝑖) 0.8
Droop coefficient (𝑚) 0.05
Number of buses 6

modified steady state droop line given by (7).

𝑉𝑑𝑟,𝑛(𝑘) = 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 −𝑚𝑛 ⋅ ∣𝐼𝑛(𝑘)∣ (7)

If 𝑉𝑛(𝑘) is the measured voltage at 𝑛𝑡ℎ bus in 𝑘𝑡ℎ step, the
error to the steady state droop line is given by

Δ𝑉𝑑𝑟,𝑛(𝑘) = 𝑉𝑑𝑟,𝑛(𝑘)− ∣𝑉𝑛(𝑘)∣ (8)

The idea is to use an integral controller to minimize this error
to zero and reach the steady state droop line quickly. The
required capacitive current injection, 𝐼 in the (𝑘 + 1)𝑡ℎ step
is generated by

∣𝐼𝑛(𝑘 + 1)∣ = 𝑘𝑖,𝑛

𝑘∑

ℎ=1

Δ𝑉𝑑𝑟,𝑛(ℎ) (9)

where 𝑘𝑖,𝑛 is the integral gain of the 𝑛𝑡ℎ DSTATCOM.
The capacitive current injection must lag the respective node
voltage by 𝜋/2. Therefore, in each iteration, the angle, 𝛼 of
the injected current is updated as

𝛼𝑛(𝑘 + 1) = −𝜋

2
+ 𝛽𝑛(𝑘) (10)

where 𝛽𝑛(𝑘) = ∠𝑉𝑛(𝑘).
Finally the bus voltages in the (𝑘+ 1)𝑡ℎ step is updated as

[V(k+ 1)]𝑛×1 = [Ybus]
−1
𝑛×𝑛[Ibus(k+ 1)]𝑛×1 (11)

A. Integral to Droop Line Controller Performance

The same model described in Section II is tested for five
DSTATCOMs in the network. A time domain simulation
is carried out on MATLAB with a 0.02 s time step. The
parameters used for the simulation study are listed in Table II.
Fig. 5 shows the variation of voltages at buses 2, 4 and 6 with
time. It is clear that the voltage profile has been improved
significantly when compared with Fig. 2.

Fig. 6 illustrates the plots of steady state bus voltages against
the total load admittance for the case without DSTATCOMs.
Alternatively, Fig. 7 illustrates the same plots when the multi-
ple DSTATCOMs are in operation. Fig. 6 demonstrates that
the voltage profile stays within ±6% standard for a total
admittance up to 0.2672 pu. This loading can be increased
further with the operation of DSTATCOMs as illustrated by
Fig. 7. This percentage increment in loading will be slightly
different if a different load model (constant power or constant
current) is used. As a general rule, the level of capacity
improvement is determined by the DSTATCOM rating.
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Fig. 5. Bus voltage variation with integral to droop line control
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Fig. 6. Steady state bus voltage versus load (without DSTATCOMs)
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Fig. 7. Steady state bus voltage versus load (with DSTATCOMs)

TABLE III
POWER FACTOR ANGLES AT BUSES FOR DIFFERENT LOADS WITH

INTEGRAL TO LINEAR DROOP LINE CONTROL

Bus number
1 3 5

Total load impedance

(0.45+j0.2) 16.78 28.91 32.70
(0.45+j0.2)× 2 21.96 29.53 31.61
(0.45+j0.2)× 3 23.44 29.77 31.31
(0.45+j0.2)× 4 24.15 29.89 31.17
(0.45+j0.2)× 5 24.57 29.96 31.09
(0.45+j0.2)× 6 24.85 30.01 31.04
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Fig. 8. Piecewise linear droop line

B. Analysis of Power Factor Angles

The power factor angles (the angles of line section currents
with respect to bus voltages and given in degrees) at buses
1, 3 and 5 are listed in Table III with the operation of
DSTATCOMs. These results show that power factors at all
line sections are less than 0.95 and suggests that with the
DSTATCOM operation, the line losses and the maximum
demand at the feeder source are increased.

IV. INTEGRAL TO PIECEWISE LINEAR DROOP LINE

CONTROLLER

Several tests conducted with a more steep droop line and a
reduced voltage reference instead of the shallow droop line
with 1 pu voltage reference described in Section III, have
shown to achieve reduced line losses and close to unity power
factor at the beginning of the feeder. However, in this scenario
it has been observed that the level of loading is limited
to maintain the voltage profile within acceptable limits. A
piecewise linear droop line as described by (12) and illustrated
in Fig. 8 can provide substantially greater level of reactive
power support as the voltage approaches 0.94 pu and can
constrain the voltage droop at the end of the feeder.

𝑉𝑑𝑟,𝑛(𝑘) = 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 −𝑚𝑛 ⋅ ∣𝐼𝑛(𝑘)∣
𝑚𝑛 = 0.3 if ∣𝐼𝑛(𝑘)∣ < 0.17

𝑚𝑛 = 0.0007 if ∣𝐼𝑛(𝑘)∣ ≥ 0.17
(12)

The same model described in Section II is tested for five
DSTATCOMs in the network. A time domain simulation is
carried out on MATLAB with a 0.02 s time step. The parame-
ters used for the simulation study are same as listed in Table II
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Fig. 9. Bus voltage variation with integral to piecewise linear droop line
control
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Fig. 10. Steady state bus voltage versus load (with DSTATCOMs)

except for the total load impedance of 𝑍𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 = 0.9+0.4𝑗 and
the change of linear droop line to piecewise linear droop line
described by (12).

Fig. 9 shows the variation of voltages at buses 2, 4 and
6 with time when this controller is in operation and Fig. 10
illustrates the plots of steady state bus voltages against the
total load admittance.

The power factor angles at buses 1, 3 and 5 with this control
strategy are listed in Table IV.

In comparison with the results of Table III, these results
show that there is a significant reduction of power factor angles
especially at the beginning of the feeder.

A. Analysis of Total Line Loss and the Maximum Demand at
the Feeder Source

Fig. 11 illustrates the plots of total line loss in the feeder
against total load admittance for cases with linear droop line

TABLE IV
POWER FACTOR ANGLES AT BUSES FOR DIFFERENT LOADS WITH

INTEGRAL TO PIECEWISE LINEAR DROOP LINE CONTROL

Bus number
1 3 5

Total load impedance

(0.45+j0.2) 9.51 27.22 29.83
(0.45+j0.2)× 2 7.75 21.56 30.53
(0.45+j0.2)× 3 8.06 20.39 25.35
(0.45+j0.2)× 4 7.59 19.67 24.37
(0.45+j0.2)× 5 6.71 18.93 23.57
(0.45+j0.2)× 6 5.64 18.18 22.86
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Fig. 11. Total line loss versus load

control and piecewise linear droop line control. This shows
that there is significant reduction in total line loss with the
piecewise linear droop line control. For example, there is a
26% reduction in total line loss for a total load admittance
(𝑌𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑) of 0.8 pu. It is also clear that the percentage reduction
of total line loss becomes less with increased loading.

Fig. 12 illustrates the plots of the maximum demand at
the feeder source against total load admittance for cases with
linear droop line control and piecewise linear droop line
control. This shows that there is significant reduction in the
maximum demand at the feeder source with the piecewise
linear droop line control. For example, there is a 15% reduc-
tion in the maximum demand at the feeder source for a total
load admittance (𝑌𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑) of 0.8 pu. It is also clear that the
percentage reduction of the maximum demand at the feeder
source becomes less with increased loading.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented an analysis on impacts of multi-
ple site reactive power compensation for distribution feeder
voltage support. Initially, a radial distribution feeder with
multiple DSTATCOMs is modelled in MATLAB and tested
with proportional-only controllers. The test results obtained
with proportional-only controllers demonstrated that the steady
state voltage profile of the feeder is dependent upon the pro-
portional gain of the controllers, i.e. a higher proportional gain
yielded a better voltage profile. An increase of proportional
gains in order to further improve the steady state voltage
profile resulted in voltage oscillations and system failure. As
a result, the DSTATCOMs are proposed to operate on shallow
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steady state droop lines in order to obtain the highest gain for
voltage correction. An integral controller is used to force the
operating point on to the steady state droop line.

The steady state bus voltage versus total load admittance
plots also showed that the feeder capacity can be improved
by a significant percentage with the integral to shallow droop
line control. However, a shallow droop line forces the inverters
to dispatch reactive power even at buses where the voltages
are above 0.94 pu. The additional reactive power injections at
these buses results in increased line currents. Increased line
currents cause increased line losses and increased maximum
demand at the feeder source. Hence, a piecewise linear droop
line is proposed which provides reduced reactive power sup-
port for light loading and increased reactive power support for
heavy loading.

Furthermore, it provides lower level of reactive power
support at the beginning of the feeder where the bus voltages
are within acceptable limits and substantially greater level of
reactive power support towards the end of the feeder as the
voltage approaches 0.94 pu.

The integral to piecewise linear droop line control has
shown to significantly reduce the maximum demand at the
feeder source and total line losses compared with integral to
linear droop line control while maintaining the feeder voltage
profile within acceptable limits.
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